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Body clock could determine best time for blood
pressure medication, study shows
Research has revealed a person’s chronotype – the time they wake up and go to sleep – can impact
how they interact with their medication.

Paul Cargill · 13 hours ago

Research suggests aligning the time a patient takes their blood pressure medication with their body clock
(Alamy/PA)
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People with hypertension who take their medication at a time depending on
whether they are a morning or evening person could be at lower risk of suffering a
heart attack, a study suggests.

Research carried out at the University of Dundee found a person’s chronotype –
the time they want to wake up and go to sleep – can impact how they interact with
their blood pressure medication.
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The study saw more than 5,000 people complete a questionnaire assessing their
chronotype, with around half taking their usual antihypertensive medication in the
morning and the other half in the evening.

The university’s School of Medicine found those with earlier chronotypes who
took their medication in the morning were less likely to have a heart attack than
those who took it at night.

The research also found participants with later chronotypes who took their
medication in the evening were less likely to have a heart attack than those who
took it in the morning.

The results suggest taking antihypertensive medication at a time aligned with
personal chronotypes could provide extra protection for the heart.

The research was conducted in collaboration with Helmholtz Munich and in
partnership with a team of researchers from elsewhere in the UK, Italy and the
USA.

The study has been published in the journal eClinicalMedicine.

Dr Filippo Pigazzani, clinical senior lecturer and honorary consultant cardiologist
from the University of Dundee’s School of Medicine, said: “Our research has now
shown for the first time that considering chronotype when deciding dosing time
of antihypertensives – personalised chronotherapy – could reduce the risk of heart
attack.
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“However, before any patients change when they are taking their antihypertensive
medications, our findings first need to be confirmed in new randomised clinical
trials of personalised chronotherapy.”

Dr Kenneth Dyar, a circadian biologist from Helmholtz Munich, who helped
design the study, added: “We all have an internal biological clock which
determines our chronotype – whether we are more of a ‘morning’ or ‘evening’
person.

“This internal time is genetically determined and affects biological functions over
24 hours, including gene expression, blood pressure rhythms, and how we
respond to medications.
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“It’s important for physicians to remember that not all patients are the same.
Humans show wide inter-individual differences in their chronotype, and these
personal differences are known to affect disease risk.”
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